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Discussion: Combat Mechanics Tweak -
Magic/Psi

System Change Discussion - Beta v 3.3

Doing some rewriting in hopes of clarity and
ease of reading.

Introduction

Something that came up while taking a look
at how we have been handling
Buffing/Debuffing and meta magic in general.
We have been simplifying and streamlining
the core System with each pass, and this
has been something that has been in the
process of being reviewed.
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I am breaking stuff up into (hopefully)
smaller bits to help ease the reading and
understanding and to keep track of what
parts may or may not work.

Keep in mind that this discussion will go for
two weeks before it will enter a 6 month
play test to see how it works out. We will
make sure there is reference material there
for players and SH’s to have on hand (never
fear though! If the changes fail we can
easily bring back the old references easy
peasy.)

For reference, combat is actions that are
directly affecting a target that has stats. 
This is also further broken up into dealing
direct damage and non damaging actions.

Note: During this discussion the current
descriptions of the stats are being ignored
outside of general accepted association of
what we consider the prime physical stats
and the prime magical/psi stats. This is to
prevent more specific/situational
associations from creating an unfair balance
in terms of xp spending for players. 
We needed to work on updating our stat
descriptions anyways especially after the
decision that we want to have Main stats
countering Main stats, and derived stats
countering derived stats. (For current
reference on that decision see here:
http://vaxia.org/forums/performance-rolls-
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http://vaxia.org/forums/performance-rolls-
and-instrument-groups)

Magical/Psi combat has always been a bit
clunky, and even more so when we have
physical vs magical/psi in combat. Not to
mention Magic/Psi had additional rules when
it came to countering/defending against
itself, leading to some rather bloated
mechanics in regards to metamagery which
in turn lead to some imbalance on handling
that.

How We Have Been Handling
Magic/Psi

Any Magic/Psi action always had a base
diff of 25, even when targeting
something with stats.

This meant the Diff for a Magic action
would range from 50 to 105 in most
cases, making it inconsistent. SH’s had to
track when they should use magic related
stats or physical stats. Metamagery had
even more additional Diffs and mechanics
to consider, and some of the reasoning
was based off of lines of thinking that is
no more than flavor now.

Problems: Made it hard to see if magic
was balanced compared to
physical/mundane; Further bloating
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physical/mundane; Further bloating
magic related mechanics. Contributed to
creating a baked in system advantage
for certain magic actions, and made
some magic mechanics harder - which is
unfair.

Magical defenses Magic/Psi required an
aspect for each kind of defense, forcing
multiple skills. While physical characters
could use their standard combat skill
with the standard defense aspect to
actively defend against Magic/Psi. 

After Magical Shielding was brought inline
more with Physical defenses, caster
themed characters had the problem of
being overall weaker to physical attacks.
While physical themed characters had
equal defense against magic and physical
attacks. The one exception was magic
uses considered ‘mental’ (aka did not
physically affect the target).

Problems: Contributed to creating a
system baked in advantage for certain
types of magic compared to others -
which is unfair; Players wanting a range
of magical defenses needed to invest
more XP compared to the investment
for physical defenses - which is unfair;
Made it hard to balance physical vs
magic in combat which lead to mechanic
bloat and an imbalance as we worked
on streamlining and balancing other
parts of the system. 
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parts of the system. 

Magic only had 2 associated stats
compared to the 3 physical had. 

Problems: When trying to balance magic
vs physical, spir often was used twice,
and meant casters had to invest less XP
compared to physical, which is unfair -
even despite the extra XP investment for
magical defenses through skills. Also this
forced the use of End among magic
mechanics, which gave physical themes
an advantage compared to magical
themes. Less dynamic choices compared
to physical in terms of defense and
character themes.

The Proposed Adjustments

There is a lot to consider, but the basic idea
is:

Make Magic/Psi mechanics work just like
Physical and Mundane in general.
This hopefully should remove some bloat
from the system
Make more parts of ruling quicker
Afford equal opportunities for any theme
Enable easier and quicker balancing of
mechanics and adjustments for the future
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The Core Changes:

Magic/Psi will have three stats associated
to it just like Physical: Int, Spir, Cha

Remove the baseline Diff applied to all
magic actions targeting something with
stats/mights. It will be a flat Two Trait vs
Two Trait. Even for metamagic.

Give magic skills the option to take the
same standard defense aspect (SDA) as
physical skills get, instead of needing
multiple aspects for each.

Standard defense aspect is an avoid
or weaken that covers: Blocking,
Dodging, Parrying or Countering,
Redirect/Disarm

Remove flavor as a factor in magic
defense - make it universal like physical.

Any kind of magic can defend against
any other kind of magic with the
standard defense aspect

Enable Magic/Psi attacks to benefit from
Weapon % damage bonuses and Weapon
Multi Action Penalty (WMAP) rules

Will follow same rule as Physical -
can only use one ‘family’ type of
weapons allowing a light, medium and
heavy use of that type. weapon
multi action penalties only applies to
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multi action penalties only applies to
attacks dealing damage.

The rule of thumb will be:
Physical to Physical mights
Mental to Mental mights

Better Defining Our Stats
With the proposed changes we will need
more clear and concise ways to break down
our stats.

Prime Stats - Any stat a player may
directly invest XP in to increase it.

Life: Hit Points. How much damage a
character can take.

The others can be grouped into two
broad categories:

Physical Stats: These are most
often used for actions that make use
of one’s physical capabilities.
Examples: Running, Punching,
Kicking, Hand to Hand Combat.

Endurance (End): Physical
Resistance; Fortitude
Strength (Str): Physical Power;
Toughness
Dexterity (Dex): Physical
Coordination; Deftness
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Mental Stats: These are most
often used for actions that make
use of one’s mental capabilities,
includes all flavors of Magic and Psi
actions. Examples: Casting a spell,
trying to convince someone of
something, solving a puzzle

Intellect (Int): Mental Acuity;
Reasoning
Spirit (Spir): Mental Power;
Wisdom
Charisma (Cha): Mental
Resistance; Influence

Derived Stat - A stat that is the average of
two different prime stats. These stats tend to
be highly situational, used for specific actions,
and most actions use only a 1 trait roll to
reflect the extra risk involved.

Health: Average of Life and End. How
well can a character withstand infections
or conditions that would affect their
relative well being.
Constitution: Average of End and Str.
How physically resilient a character is.
Agility: Average of Str and Dex. How
much a character can push themselves
athletically.
Finesse: Average of Dex and Int. How
well can a character move strategically
or cleverly.
Awareness: Average of Int and Spir.
How observant a character is of their
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How observant a character is of their
surroundings.
Presence: Average of Spir and Cha. How
strong a character’s personality may be.
Appearance: Average of Cha and Life.
How well (or unwell) a character
manage’s how they look.

http://vaxia.org/forums/performance-rolls-
and-instrument-groups
Two trait rolls go with primary stats. One
trait rolls with secondary.
Derived rule: Safe rolls should be two trait
with primary stats. Risky rolls should be one
trait with secondary stats.

This ensures that two traits, or derivations
of two traits are used in all rolls. It prevents
any roll on site from ever requiring XP to be
spent from three or more sources or from
only one source. So no one is unduly
penalized or benefiting as a result no matter
what rolls are being called for. Ensuring that
two traits and only two traits are
consistently involved in rolls ensures that
the cost of XP spent on traits that
contribute to the roll remains the same.

(Hopefully this gives a more clear
understanding on the application of the
stats, and also give us a bit more use out of
some stats that have gone unused.)
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Proposed Changes to
Buffing/Debuffing
(This was to be its own topic, but it is related
to all these changes and I would like to
playtest this all together to see how it works
out)

It remains a pp/7 effect for each target
applied to
Instead of buffing/debuffing the might, it
goes to the pp instead offering a bigger
impact.
When performing the buff/debuff which
action is affected must be said in the
same action of rolling.
1 buff/debuff per action 'type'

General idea: Combat, Defensive
Action, Social Action, Movement
Action, etc.
Put in a round limit; To lasts 3
rounds until refreshed to make such
actions more dynamic and interactive
regardless of skill level

Increase the difficulty by +5 for each
additional target. (So to buff/debuff 4
targets would be the base diff +20)

The Combat Changes

When directly using an action against a
target that has stats, that action regardless
of type will use that target’s appropriate
stats/mights as the difficulty. General rule
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stats/mights as the difficulty. General rule
will be Physical to Physical, Mental
(Magical/Psi) to Mental (Magical/Psi), cases
that can crisscross will be clearly stated.

Any kind of attack that deals damage will
benefit from the percentage increase from a
weapon. 
We will work on adding in more magic/psi
flavored items to the store as we can to
help offer more ideas and variety, but they
all will be applied the same.
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Blocking/Soaking and Dodging mights can
be used universally, meaning they can be
used to avoid any type of incoming damage
regardless of source. This also makes it to
where the SH only has to account for the
character’s highest defense mights using
those combinations even when a character
is not ‘actively’ defending against an attack.
(running the numbers if we were to remove
using any applicable mights it was leading to
a high rate of characters effectively getting
one shot, hopefully this change will reduce
some clutter in that regards.)

Parrying/Countering and
Redirecting/Disarming can only be used if
rolled for, and follow the rule of magical/psi
to magical/psi, physical to physical. Their
general rules do not change, instead that
now it can be applied to magic/psi actions
we have rules in hand to replace some of
the old and more bloated meta magic rules.
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Combat Defenses Adjustment

The Physical vs Magic combat rules we have
had will be disabled for the time being when
testing these changes. They may be
reviewed if it looks like there is some trouble
in regards to crossing combat themes.

This is to enable us to keep to the rule of
thumb stated above, and let us see if after
all these changes if combat between the
two forms will work, or if one type is pulling
ahead of the other in terms of mechanics.

There will be some tweaks to defense
options in general to ensure physical and
magical have similar options for defending.

In this section we will be concerned only
with defense against damage dealt. Non
damage effects will be discussed in a
different section.

We will be looking at Four Categories of
Combat Defense.
A character may only benefit from 1 type of
defense from each category at a time. 

Armor 

Armor is a piece of gear that gives a flat
damage pp absorption value at the cost
of some offensive pp.
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of some offensive pp.
Casters and physical peeps alike can
wear the same armor. There is no extra
rules that makes it better for one type or
another or keeps one type from wearing
it. So a mage can wear the heaviest
armor with the biggest shield with no
problems.

All one has to do is purchase the armor
and then wear it.

Soaking/Blocking Damage 

This is the use of “resistance” or blocking
action to ‘soak’ damage in order to avoid
or reduce the impact. Can make use of
Physical Shields/Wards to help increase
Absorption Value, though the can only be
used during a roll of the action.

Physical Shields and Magical Wards are
an item that provide no passive
bonuses. But when used they provide a
flat absorption value and do come with
an penalty to offensive pp in the same
action.

Blocking and soaking damage through
resisting are similar enough that for the
time being they will use the same stats
and consider to function the same. If
we need to offer more defense options
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we need to offer more defense options
we will revisit this.

(With the move to make blocking
universal this part is now outdated, may
revisit if need be)

Show Shields Talk

Activated Shielding 

Currently in our rules the only way to do
that is via magic or psi and has the
following rules: A PP/7 bonus to that
character's damage Absorption, with no
associated Offense Penalty, lasts 3
rounds to whole duration of the scene
until used up or removed in some manner.
Absorbs any kind of damage.

With taking out the use of physical
mights to defend this leaves a gap in
that toolkit. In order to provide the
same defense opportunities for all
themes we will be introducing a physical
form of activated shielding: 

Bracing: Uses Str and Dex - a
physical version of magical/psi
shielding. It will work just like the
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shielding. It will work just like the
magical shielding rules, will apply to
soaking all damage types. Can be
used to protect other characters
from incoming damage as well (just in
a different flavor).

Moving forward this type of defense will
be known as activated shielding for the
sake of clear categorization to
determine what stacks or not.

Magical Shielding and Bracing are the
types of activated shielding, thus they
are the same thing, and will not stack.

Activated Shielding will not be part of
the standard defense aspect and will
need its own aspect to be used as it
works more like a buff. 

Buffing Defense Action

The use of an action to provide a buff to
a defensive action. Follows buffing rules. 
While it is similar to shielding the main
differences are - an activated shield may
last a whole session or until all the pp/7 it
generated is used up. While a straight up
defense buff will only last for as long as
buffs are determined to last, will only
apply to a specific called out defense
action.
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This may be revised if combat seems to
drag out.

Other notes:
Resistances are not a category as
technically resisting damage can be done by
any of the four listed already. Armor
provides resistance, resisting can be able to
soak more damage effectively blocking (not
all types of blocking are about hiding behind
shields), or it could manifest as an activated
shield or buff. To make it a category felt
risking bloating things some more and
possible pigeonholing players into just
certain types reducing options. For the time
being will try this way and if it proves
problematic we can come back to it.

The standard defense aspect was not put in
a category due to the consideration of if a
player wanted to do more than one, they
would have to roll for each and the standard
penalties would apply. Additionally a
character may defend against multiple
attacks, so putting it in there may confuse a
player into thinking they can only actively
defend against one. Blocking is listed as part
due to the use of shields/wards it brings into
play. It is also very similar to a flat out
soaking resistance hence the grouping and
allowing that kind of resisting to help
improve using a shield/ward item. This will be
one of the things to keep an eye on, if
defending against damage is proving lacking
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defending against damage is proving lacking
we may look into separating blocking and
soak resisting actions.

Combat Movement

Something that needs more clarification

There are no hard rules on distances and
movement and it is something that for our
system is best to keep with loose ideas as
to not overwhelm the ruling or the players
especially in combat. In a way this is
nothing new as SH’s have used rough ideas
on distances for players as it came up. Now
we are just looking to standardizing that so
everyone will be on the same page. 

Near - Easily can reach out and touch
target, very close quarters.

Close - Far enough to have some
distance from the target, but the
distance can be closed by moving with
no need roll - will reach target at the
end of the round unless the target
moves again; maximum distance for
ranged attacks.

Far - Out of range, will take multiple
rounds to reach target unless a
move/teleport action is rolled to close
distance.
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The lack of firm distance numbers is on
purpose, we don’t want people using up time
calculating all that, and we want to have
something universal that everyone can easily
use. Even more so when there are concerns
on balancing ranged vs melee.

These distances are not a replacement for
pursuit.

Things to remember:

Prime Stat: A stat a player can directly
put XP in.

Derived Stat: A stat that is the average
of 2 prime stats.

Actions that use prime stats will be met
with other actions that use prime stats,
and actions that use derived stats will
be met with other actions that use
derived stats. There is no criss crossing
of these stats types as to prevent
players getting forced to use XP in
stats they don’t want to invest in.

Pursuit is when a character is actively
chasing after a target. This is a Trait vs
Trait ruling. 

Magical Movement vs Mundane /Physical
Movement
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Movement
In other words, what to do when one uses
two prime stats and the other a single
derived stat.

Moving is one of those cases where
physical mights and magical mights will be
put against each other.

Magical moving makes use of prime
stats while physical/mundane makes use
of a derived stat. In this case we would
use the two prime stats that make up
the derived state normally used to
move, and would make this ruling a Two
Trait vs Two Trait.

Example: Sallysue teleports away using
teleport magic, Bobbyroe goes to chase
after her but has no magic, so he runs
- instead of rolling Agi which he
normally would use in such pursuits, he
rolls his str and dex along with his move
skill, making this a two trait vs two
trait ruling. 

Types of Moving

Basic moving is what will be used to
refer to the granted movement that
requires no roll. This is what most
movement in game will fall under.
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Action moving will be used to refer
when a player wants to use a move
action in order to achieve more than
just what can be done with basic
moving.

There are very few situations where a
player may want to do an action moving
instead of just using the basic moving.
This goes hand in hand where we want
to have actions that often make the
use of derived stats to be a bit more
situational, but yield some great things
for the risk of only getting to roll one
trait.

Most action moving is likely to be in
pursuit, which we covered. Other times
it will be just a simple check in order to
see if the character can avoid some
obstacle, running a race, trying to
catch up, etc. In those cases it should
be a straight up one or two trait rule. 

Action Moving in Combat

For the most part moving while in the heat
of combat has been done as a multiaction,
the first rolls some form of defense or attack
and then a second to move. However
sometimes a player may chose to risk it all
on just their move for many reasons. This
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on just their move for many reasons. This
can be problematic as combat actions make
use of prime stats, and some moves tends
to use derived.

Teleporting or any other move that uses
two prime stats is a Two Trait vs Two
Trait ruling against the attack roll. Any pp
generated by the teleport will be
subtracted from the attack pp and
whatever is left is the damage done. If
the teleport is successful then it moves
the teleporter to at least a range of
close, an exceptional success may put
them at a range of far.

When using Agi to move, the attackers
diff should stay the target's combat
mights. Then the diff for the Agi roll
would be the attacker's Agi might (Agi
Stat + Relevant Move Skill). Any pp
generated by the Agi move will be
subtracted from the attack pp and
whatever is left is the damage done. If
the move is successful the mover will be
at least at a range of close until they
move again.

Stealth and combat is also something
we need to look at. (Stealth uses Fin
which is directly countered by Awa.)
Making a damaging attack will always
bring a character out of stealth. To
remain stealthed after the attack it will
require a multiaction with the attack
and a roll for stealth.
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and a roll for stealth.

If one tries to stealth while being
attacked, the diff for the stealth roll will
be the attackers Awa might (Awa stat
+ relevant discovery skill), and the
attacker’s diff will be the target's
combat mights. Any pp generated by
the stealth roll will be subtracted from
the attack pp and whatever is left is
the damage done. If the stealth roll was
successful then the character
stealthed. Attacks made while stealthed
will always land first in the attack order
unless they get spotted (generally to
determine which attack lands first it is
the highest dex or int success).

Non Damage Attacks/Crowd
Control

Not all combat actions are about dealing out
damage. In general we have the rule of -
Life is death of the character, and 0 Life is
the character is unconscious. Which is fine,
however magic/psi has had a kind of
advantage in the whole controlling an
opponent without removing life. Part of that
just could be the way how players have
interpreted physical and magical combat,
but its also been something really not talked
a whole lot.

For the most part this aspect of magic
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For the most part this aspect of magic
actions won't change, the only difference is
now we won't include the extra difficulty
when going up against a target directly, it
will flat up be two trait v two trait (unless
the target is caught unaware, then the diff
is the flat mights)

There should be mundane equivalents to the
magical stuff, and follow the same two trait
v two trait rules as well. (ie distracting
someone, knocking someone out without
going to 0 Life first).

Duration is one thing that must be
discussed, we could keep with the pp/7
determines how many rounds such actions
remain until resisted.

Considering these kinds of attacks are not
about dealing damage, armor/shields do not
help with countering them. The only
items/skill that will be countering them are
ones specifically designed for it - so
resistance/hardcore skills can come into play
here.

Alrighty some adjusts have been made
based on some feedback, and also in trying
to get ready to overhaul some of our source
material to make it more clear, concise and
digestible.

Went ahead and added in the buff/debuff
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Went ahead and added in the buff/debuff
suggestions just so we have all that to go
for the playtest to see if this will work out
(especially as buffing does have an effect
on combat so want to make sure what I
have been running does in fact play out as
hoped.)

I want to give this a couple of days let
people read over the changes, but I think
for the most part we should be good to give
this a good play test.

...

Ok, sorry, I got paranoid that it was too
cluttered so I redid it. Hopefully now it is
easier to follow yes? And not as wordy.
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Madius

.

Also I have just come to notice outside of a
brief mention (well they still do apply) that I
totally forgot to run stuff in regards to
Resistance and Hardcore mechanics and
their relationship to combat.

The shouldn't change anything, but its
mostly clarification on how we should be
handling those mechanics and their role in
the proposed changes. I will likely make that
post on its own, so people can still soak in
this one.

My apologies for the huge miss there!

Ooo! I like, and also, naturally, have
questions ^^;

First impression: I really, really like how this
simplifies things. It'll take some getting used
to for those of us used to the old way, I'm
sure, but I really think this'll be easier long-
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sure, but I really think this'll be easier long-
term and part of the system I always had
trouble finding the happy medium with.

Some notable implications to keep in mind
during the playtest: 
- This makes the classic battle-mage build
more about flavor and versatility than
anything else. Currently, it's possible to
game the numbers somewhat according to
the situation for a battle-mage to take
advantage of lobsided defense. This fixes
that, which I like.

- Social characters now have an automatic
combat lead-in for their skills. I like this for a
number of reasons, since social skills always
felt like a tag-on previously, and now a
simple Avoid aspect makes them much more
useful and helps avoid players having to
shoehorn in additional skills in order to feel
like they can survive in sessions.

- The notion that some skills may switch
from derived to primary stats based on the
situation and the defender/attacker involved
may have an impact on stat-boosting vs
skill-boosting items. If I have something that
boosts AGI, but the situation requires that I
break AGI into STR and DEX, that item
suddenly doesn't help me. An item that
boosts my GTFO skill, however, still works.
That may be a good thing, but regardless
it's something we should watch and test for
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it's something we should watch and test for
during the playtest.

Okay now the questions part ^^; Sorry if I
totally misunderstood on any of these, just
lemme know if so.

1. One thing I'd love to know about during
this same test is Passive Defense.
Historically, we've included Passive Defense
as primary stat + relevant skill with an Avoid
aspect even if the defender isn't using that
skill this round. So, if I stab a mage who's
casting a spell, and that mage has a combat
skill with an Avoid, said skill is added in for
their passive defense, even though they
aren't using it. That forces A/SHs to be
scanning character sheets and hoping
they've found the highest-value skill with an
Avoid aspect that actually applies. It's
always felt clunky.

So the question is, are we still doing passive
defense with this system (and if so, is it
then the highest-value skill with an Avoid
aspect regardless of whether it's physical or
magical, which does make it a little easier)?

2. When defending with Action Movement,
you mentioned that the Stealth or
Acrobatics defender's target mights are the
attacker's combat mights. Does that mean
the defender is doing a two-trait ruling (DEX
and INT for Stealth, STR and DEX for
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Zxehenia

and INT for Stealth, STR and DEX for
Acrobatics, etc.)? If not, which might of the
attacker's serves as the target's difficulty?
If the defender is rolling one derived stat,
how would that combat to two stats on the
part of the attacker?

3. Rolls (like pursuit) that may require one-
trait or two-trait rulings based on the
actions of the other folks involved in the
situation: if one character involved rolls
first, thinking they're just running away, and
thus rolls AGI, and then someone pursues,
does the first character need to post again
with the STR and DEX rolls to handle the
two-trait ruling properly? Not a dealbreaker,
just something to consider that may add to
clutter in sessions.

That's all from me :) I think this'll make
things MUCH easier and I'm glad I've got
both a combat mage and a combat-less
social mage to try out how the two
interwoven stats will come into play :3

.

Items that boost Dervied stats - That is a
good point, my immediate suggestion would
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good point, my immediate suggestion would
be to have that item give the same boost to
the split stats. Makes it rough to not be able
to automatically attach it in, but players can
make a note in the OOC thing hey I have
boots of +5 agi, so the SH will know to tack
on that +5 to the Str and Dex. I believe this
to be acceptable in cases where the system
forces players into that kind of situation,
even as rare as they are.

1) Yeah this would be in that section I had
totally forgot about... And I bet this is
something that has been inconsistently
applied.
However the question you raised, just adds
to the proof that this is something we do
need to standardize and review. Even more
so as multiple aspects can be used to cover
resistance and hard core, so it isn't even
just skills with the highest avoid, but rather
the highest skill that fits that function for
the action. So this having to scan is partially
a result of how we have our skill system.

There are likely some steps non related to
mechanics that we could do to alleviate that
'clunk'

A) Something I have pondered for a long
while, but when posting session sign ups
request players state which character
they are going to bring. If a player is
unsure they can list multiples. But this is
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unsure they can list multiples. But this is
something I have wanted as I feel like if I
know what characters will be there I can
better prep. Thus a A/SH can already
have done the scanning and have notes
on skills and such on hand.

B) Have skills ordered from Highest to
lowest

C) Something Bast thought of at
Gencon: Add in something like the
Reputation expansion thingy on
character posts that provides an at a
glance of a characters stats and their
skills (with mouseovers so we can read)

D) Introduce universal keywords to help
make scanning easier in the skill wording
itself. As mentioned some functions
multiple skill aspects can cover, like a
standard defense aspect can be with an
avoid aspect or even a weaken aspect,
while a resistance type function may be
associated with endure or avoid. So an
example would be: Enables sousaphone
to attack and defend with their fighting
style. For a physical combat skill that
has attack and avoid - but looking to
have that avoid be the SDA. Though
this is something that may come about
in general as part of the plan for this
year is to also find a way to better
present the aspect for skills and
stressing the aspect is related to the
intended function and encourage
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intended function and encourage
players to not write novels for skills. 

It should be similar to active defense (Ie
physical to physical, magical to magical) - to
help keep multiple defense choices, instead
of being able to make one all defense god
skill. Though part if it is still being applied,
especially in the part of actively moving in
combat.
There are a couple of things I am tempted
to try, but I want to sim them out a little
first to even see if they are remotely
possible. With that said though suggestions
are always welcomed.

2) Combat Mights: What a character would
attack/defend with normally in combat

So back to that passive stuff you mentioned
there, this was kind of designed without me
even thinking about it, however if that
changes this should still work with just stats
and no skill score to make a full might of it.

The Mover's difficulty is the attacker's
related derived stat

Attacker's diff = Mover's Combat Mights

Physical: Str, Dex, and relevant skill
Magical Int, Spir and relevant skill
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Agi Mover's diff for the Agi roll =
Attacker's Agi Might (Agi stat + relevant
move skill)

Stealth Mover's diff for the Fin roll =
Attacker's Awa Might (Awa stat +
relevant skill)

If the move is successful then the
mover either moved a distance, or is
now stealthed.

To see if the mover took any damage
from this attempt you do: Attack PP -
Move PP = Damage Done to mover
(naturally can't be negative damage)

Example:
Gugu casts a fire ball at Igig. Igig
decides to run away.

Gugu will roll magic, their mights are 60.
Igig is the target and Int and Spir is 35,
they have no skill to help them.
Gugu rolls 40's
Gugu whips up a 10 pt fire ball to fling
at Igig

Igig will roll Agi to run really really fast,
their might is 60. Gugu has an agi of 25
and no skill to help them
Igig rolls a 30
Igig produces 5 pts and has a
successful move. Igig is now at
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successful move. Igig is now at
distance where if he runs away more,
even with a basic movement he will be
out of Gugu's range of firey doomness.

Igig gets to move away, but takes 5
damage as they flee. (10-5=5)

Moving isn't a direct defense like most other
defensive actions, however if one can move
fast enough or well enough then they may
have a chance to negate damage from an
incoming attack.

I had considered something similar in regards
to pursuit, however, rolling 1 trait is riskier
then rolling 2 and in the case of pursuit it
seemed a bit unfair. However for moving and
avoiding damage - its a gamble that has
some perks - ie in the case of running away
a successful move puts some distance,
which puts them at an advantage to keep
moving and get out of range forcing their
attacker to either just chase them or make
multiple actions. Stealth puts you in stealth
so you can sneak away, or land a
killing/unconscious blow before they can hit
you. It kind of fits what we want our of
derived stats, and we needed something in
place in regards to if a move can avoid
damage else pretty much it would be an
attack always hits (unless the attack rolled
really crappy) and then the question
becomes is it really worth it? Is it exciting?
It would likely not be something players
would engage in and make some speedster
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would engage in and make some speedster
concepts harder to do.

3) That is likely to happen cuz, well similar
situations have already happened. 
TBH I am not entirely happy with the pursuit
cuz of the potential wreck of that very
scenario mentioned, but atm I haven't found
a better alternative as in this case it isn't
just about comparing generated PP. 
Unlike the moving and potentially avoiding
damage situation and taking a gamble on
something that can effectively force a
change in combat, a pursuit is a direct
contest in trying to achieve the the same
thing - which is to move - so this
automatically gives two trait rolls better
odds. So this puts us in a bit of a pickle.

In that case I would ask the player that
rolled the agi keep that roll and then roll
either str or dex - they could make a new
post or edit the old one (we do have the
edit function!), and let the agi roll take
place of whichever stat they didn't roll and
adjust for that.

However A/SHs need to be aware of this
and thus make sure they are absolutely
clear with the scene they are setting so the
players can be sure in their choices, and so
the A/SH can be prepared to handle what
ruling is to come.
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Question....well questions...

Ok I am finally getting down and doing some
much large math samples simming out the
combat stuff here.

I am using mights ranging from 50 to 200
(working increments of 10)

Assuming attack rolls of 60 (Since it is a
50% chance of sucess when the diff is equal
to the might, rolls of 60 should be where we
really get to see some trends universally)

I started off with the Passive Defense vs No
Passive Defense - as brought in the question
via Maddy.

I have just gotten started, but it looks like
without that Passive, the numbers get
pretty inflated pretty quick. However this is
also without armor in play, but I doubt it
won't make the scary trend less scary.

With that being said we are likely going to
be looking at keeping that; So the question
to that is how can we better present that
information to A/SH's better to make it less
clunky.
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Additionally I would like feedback on the
following:

1) I would like to move to make blocking
all in all interchangeable and not just the
items - What that means is that Spir and
Cha blocks or Str and End blocks can be
used to block any kind of damage period

2) I would like to propose that dodge
become universally Int and Dex - for
both physical and magical
Then Parry (Countering in the case of
Magical) becomes Int and Cha for
magical and Dex and End for physical

So the defense action chart would
be:

These changes (hopefully, mind you I still
am just starting this math), but should make
physical v magical, and general 'passive'
defense easier to pick up on and get rid of
some of the scary trend stuff.
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Also this (especially the dodge change)
gives even more wide spread availability for
defense for all character themes, and
doesn't leave one type or another without
something, and you know just spreads the
defense love.

Plus hopefully should give no need to come
up with physical vs magic rules specifically
for damage and combat

Yes!

I am a huge fan of this shift over to a three
trait ruling system. I think it's going to make
magical blocking so much easier to
understand and it's going to make combat so
much more streamlined. Which should make
A/SHing so much more intuitive and easy to
digest. Plus, having three traits to focus on
(much like our physical damage has) will
prevent magic from ever getting a slight
advantage system wise (since filling two
traits is easier than filling 3).

So I am so on board with this that it's
spooky. ;)

I am also very on board with Int and Dex
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I am also very on board with Int and Dex
being a universal dodge. I think that's one
more excellent way to make things easier for
players to digest. And I think that will be
perfect to have. :)

I want to bake a billion cookies and send
them out, cause I think this is just the bees
knees.

.

Sorry for the delay on this, I got distracted
by a rabbit hole I found in this and wanted
to run some tests out fully to get a better
idea (in regards to resistance and hard core
kind of skills).

I think I have a good idea now and I am
working on another draft of these proposed
changes if those look snazzy then I think we
may be ready for a play test.

Associated with this is some buffing and
debuffing changes, though atm I am in the
middle of trying to work out a better way on
handling multiple targets without it be
ridiculous in some things (some cases it was
way to damn powerful under a certain
amount of targets, and others it was very
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amount of targets, and others it was very
weak. Trying to find that happy middle
ground.)

Though I may throw in the biggest changes
with this which are:

Instead of buffing/debuffing the might, it
goes to the pp instead offering a bigger
impact.
1 buff/debuff per action 'type',
For the moment we have a very loose list
of what types, and this will likely be
something we tweak as we go along. If
you have any suggestions though, would
love to heal them
General idea: Combat, Defensive Action,
Social Action, Movement Action, etc.
Put in a round limit; ie - lasts 3 rounds
until refreshed to make such actions more
dynamic and interactive regardless of skill
level

Additionally here was the idea I was working
on in regards to buffing/debuffing multiple
targets

Increase the difficulty by +5 per
additional target.
Resulting pp/7 is the buff/debuff granted
for the duration.

Out of the ones I was trying this one
seemed to be the most 'smooth', though the
part I hadn't gotten all the way through was
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Madius

Last online
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Top

part I hadn't gotten all the way through was
if we should be keeping the pp/7 or adjust
it, though for now we could try it with the
pp/7 and if it still is lackluster we can revisit
it.

Area buffs

I'm on board with "let's try PP/7 and see
how it goes" initially - if buffs go to PP
instead of mights and last three rounds, I
think we'll find that pays out appropriately
compared with more direct, focused actions,
so I think the math works out, and if it
doesn't, we can always revisit.

The initial "type" list matches what I have,
and it may be good to draw up suggested
groupings of skill aspects as they fit into
each "type" just to make it very clear what
goes where as far as stacked buffs
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10/04/2016 - 10:55am #11

nezumi

.

@maddy yeah, I didn't get to run as much
numbers as I really wanted to, but in general
from what I was able to do, it seemed the
less like spikey one, even more so with the
round limit. So I think at this point I would
get better data back from some actually
applications of it and see if anything need
tweaking there - especially in regards to the
other changes.

Otherwise, I hopefully got that all up and
clear etc. Give a bit of time for review, but I
feel like at this point, much like the buffing, I
need some actual play testing to get better
data.

Love it. I see too many games

Love it. I see too many games where the
magical characters have a significant
advantage "because it's magic". This is a
great change, especially here where the
focus is "tell the story, mechanics come
distant second".

Only question is, is there anything that a
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Zxehenia
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Only question is, is there anything that a
magical character can do that a mundane
character could not? For example, can I
teleport during combat "across the arena" to
make myself inaccessible in a way a
mundane character could not copy? Can I
teleport "around the world", while a mundane
character would have to take a ship and
travel for months?

(Reply to #11)
.

Yeah the balancing of magic and mundane
has a long and complicated history here,
there was even the longest time where it
was very hard for casters to achieve
anything unless they had super high mights.
In the version before this it was a little more
balanced but there were still significant
advantages for either side, though more so
for magic in certain things. Hopefully this will
resolve that and give us a better frame work
to deal with.

The short answer to your question is no for
the most part. In general there should be a
magical and mundane version to achieve
actions.

To teleport around the world is a very very
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To teleport around the world is a very very
very very very difficult task, so it won't be a
simple oh I port to the other side of the
world and you can't reach me. It also has
dire consequences as a teleporter can get
off their mark. Also if they are teleporting to
a place they have never seen before it
increases the difficulty. Even a character
with 200 mights and rolling a 100 couldn't
make it in one move wit the current number
guidelines (which atm I think a couple is a
bit low, but I haven't gotten to work yet on
the whole movement rules outside of
combat.)

However that aside, in this game one can
achieve similar effects by having a decked
out physical character and just moving or by
using technology to replicate teleporting
(vaxia does have magitech which would use
tech rolls instead of magic rolls), or operate
a vehicle. 
The short segment on movement in combat
is a sample of a larger project I need to
wrap up which is giving a better guide for all
kinds of moving which will have guidelines on
pp generated equals the distance moved,
and such mundane moving can make use of
agi or str/dex - though operating a vehicle
will be a int/dex roll. Then some of the
guideline numbers for teleporting may
change as that is worked out.
So a good enough ship operator may be able
to make a very very speedy journey instead
of months
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Though for specifically in combat - there is
no distinct advantage in using teleportation
compared to mundane moving. A teleporter
may do it in the blink of an eye, but
someone can haul ass, or parkour the hell
out of it, hulk jump, speedy speedster it,
and get the same exact effect of getting
the hell out of range and inaccessible.
Hence the addition of putting in very general
ranges such as close, near, far. Both
teleport and mundane movement in that
regards will work by the same rules. The
case of pursuing a teleporting character
becomes tricky should the character chasing
be an agi based mover - hence the note
that no matter what type of mundane
movement to chase after a porter always
use str and dex (and mention to the sh what
you are doing and to translate any items
that would normally boost it. Its a bit
bloated, but I didn't see any good
alternatives at the moment.)

I think part of the view of teleporting can do
this is that there is this viewpoint here that
actions have to be justified by how 'realistic'
is it. So I don't think a lot of people realize
that if you want your character to try and
jump over buildings - you can do that, or if
you want a super speeder type character -
you can do that as well! And if you want to
try and use those kinds of movement to go
across the world, you can, for it will all come
down to the pp generated as far as the
system is concerned. Setting sets the rules
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system is concerned. Setting sets the rules
on what flavors won't really fit in with the
theme and tone of the settings (though that
will largely apply to technology more then
anything in this regards).

I have the feeling that often 'because its
magic' is used to make magic actions op is
because no one has to reason then why it
gets to be super un-realistic and over
powered.
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